Absfmct-Consider a network in which adjacent nodes exchange messages via multiple communication channels. Multiple channels between adjacent n o d s are desirable due to their cost effectiveness and improved fault-tolerance. We consider the problem of providing deterministic quality of semce guarantees in this network. We show that any scheduling protocol designed for a single channel can he converted into a multiplechannelscheduling protocol without significantlyincreasing the delay at the scheduling node. However, because there are multiple channels between adjacent nodes, the packets of a flow may be reordered. This in turn significantly increases the upper hound on the end-to-end delay of the flow. We show how this increase in delay can he avoided through the use of efficient sorting techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Packet scheduling protocols that provide deterministic quality of service guarantees flourished in the previous decade (for a survey, see [23] ). Many of these protocols are based, one way or another, on earlier work on task scheduling. In particular, they are based on the techniques given in the landmark paper of Liu and Layland on periodic task scheduling [16] .
In [16] , all tasks share a single resource. In the last few years, there has been significant work in the scheduling of periodic tasks over multiple resources [I] , [Z] , 1171. Even though the theory of periodic task scheduling over multiple resources has began to show promise, there bas been little work to develop packet scheduling protocols over multiple channels between network nodes. This is due in part to the belief that multiple channels between nodes is either not practical or uncommon. However, there is significant evidence to the contrary.
In a recent paper [3] , it was argued that packetreordering is not a "pathological" problem, but rather anormal occurrence. That is, packets are reordered not only due to route changes (which are rare), but also due to inherent parallelism in the network. One cause for this parallelism is the aggressive deployment of parallel channels between nodes. As stated in [3], in a survey of 38 major service providers in 1997, only two had no parallel channels between its nodes. The reason for this approach is that it often reduces equipment and trunk costs. That is, it is often more cost effective to put two components in parallel than to use one component that has twice the speed. In addition, it improves fault-tolerance.
Another technology that provides multiple channels between nodes is the establishment of light-paths in wavedivision multiplexed (WDM) optical networks. Although the establishment of light-paths is usually semi-pemanent, recent work allows the establishment of light-paths ondemand, to reflect the changes in network load over time [I I]. If there is a significant load between two nodes in the network, it is possible that a single light-path may not provide enough bandwidth between them, which calls for the establishment of additional light-paths between these nodes. Thus, multiple communication channels may be established between two nodes (for more examples of multiple-channel systems, see [41.) Given the evidence of multiple channels between nodes presented above, it is likely that multiple channels will continue to exist. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that if a guaranteed quality of service protocol is deployed on a global scale, it will likely traverse at some point network nodes with multiple channels between them. Thus, the problem of scheduling packets for guaranteed quality of service in the presence of multiple channels must he studied.
In 141, the first scheduling protocol for guaranteed service over multiple channels is presented. The scheduling protocol assigns timestamps to packets in the same way as in weighted-fair-queuing [15] , [IS] , and packets are forwarded to channels in order of increasing timestamp. However, no other scheduling protocols were considered, and the endto-end delay of a series of multiple-channel nodes was not considered.
In this paper, we present general techniques to develop multiple-channel scheduling protocols. In particular, we show two techniques which take a single-channel scheduling protocol and convert it to a multiple-channel protocol. In addition, we consider the end-to-end delay of packets through a series of multiple-channel nodes. We observe that the addition of multiple channels may significantly increase the end-to-end delay due to packet reorder. We show how this increase in delay can be prevented through efficient sorting techniques.
Due to space limitations, some proofs have been omitted. The omitted proofs may be found in [7] . 
SINGLE-CHANNEL NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we define the network model for singlechannel scheduling, and also define the quality of service that the model assigns to each flow of packets. We base our model on the models of [5] and [lo] . We present multiplechannel scheduling in Section III.
A network is a set of nodes interconnected by point-topoint communication channels. For every pair of nodes a and b, there is at most one channel from a to band at most one channel from b to a. Every output channel in a node is equipped with a scheduler. From the input channels, the scheduler receives packets from flows whose path include the output channel of the scheduler. The scheduler then chooses the transmission order and transmission time of these packets over its output channel. This is shown in Figure 1 .
We say a packet isforwarded to the output channel when its first bit is transmitted over the output channel. We say a packet exits a scheduler when the last bit of the packet is transmitted by the output channel of the scheduler, and hence, the output channel becomes idle at this moment. To simplify our discussion, we ignore channel propagation delays, since they simply add a constant delay to each packet.
We adopt the following notation for each flow f and each scheduler s along the path o f f .
bandwidth reserved for flow f. [24] where each flow has constant packet size and constant packet delay. This is represented above by having 6.,f,, and L f , ; be constant for all i.
We next consider the delay of a packet across a sequence of schedulers. Because the start-time of a packet determines its exit time from a scheduler, a bounded end-to-end delay requires a bounded per-hop increase in the start-time of the packet. This bound is as follows.
Theorem I: Let s be a star-time scheduler, f be an input flow of s, and t be the next scheduler afters. Then, for all i, Notice that the above bounds are independent of theparticular scheduling technique, and the bandwidth of the channel between the schedulers. The only requirement is that the schedulers are start-time schedulers.
N-CHANNEL NETWORK MODEL
We next enhance the network model to include multiple channels between nodes. This is shown in Figure 2 . All the channels to the same neighboring node are managed by a single scheduler. For simplicity, we assume all the channels managed by the same scheduler have equal bandwidth. Since all channels of a scheduler lead to the same node, and they all have the same bandwidth, it is irrelevant which channel is used to forward a packet. Hence, when any of the channels becomes idle, the scheduler will pick the next packet from its queue and forward it to the idle channel.
Note that packets from a flow can become reordered along their path to the destination. This is due to the fact that multiple output channels can become idle at the same time, and packets PJ,. and PJ,(,+~) can be forwarded to a pair of channels at the same time. If LJ,, > LJ,(.+~), then p~, (,+l) will arrive earlier to the next node than pf,%. and hence, he reordered.
Each node has the option to either process the packets of each flow in FCFS order, or sort the packets of each flow back to their original order. We will consider both of these cases.
In both cases, the start-time of each packet is computed using the same formulae as before. However, the index of the packet may change from one scheduler to the next due to reorder. capacity C/N.
IV. N-CHANNEL END-TO-END DELAY
As discussed above, an N-channel scheduler may reorder packets. Therefore, even if the scheduler is a start-time scheduler, we cannot apply Theorem 1, because this theorem assumes no packet reorder. We next present some general results about a scheduler which reorders packets. We then apply these results to the reorder introduced by an N-channel scheduler.
We begin with a lemma that bounds the start-time of packets in the presence of limited reorder.
Lemma I : Consider a start-time scheduler s which may reorder packets. Let f be an input flow of s, and denote the output flow corresponding to f as flow g (which may be reordered). Let p g j = pf,;. that is, the jth packet of the output flow g is the Zth packet of flow f. Finally, let t be the next scheduler afters. I) Assume pf,, is the last packet of flow f. Then, 2) Assumepf,(,+,,,) is the last packet of Row f. Then, w Lemma 1 implies that if no packet after p,,; is reordered with pf,i, then the increase in start-time of pJ,, is the same as in Theorem 1. Furthermore, if packets PJ,(,+~) up to pf, (,+,,,) are reordered with pf,,, then the start-time of pf,, increases in proportion to the number of bytes in these packets.
We next apply this lemma to the limitedreorder introduced by an N-channel scheduler.
Theorem 2: Let s be an N-channel start-time scheduler, f be an input flow of s, and t be the next scheduler of f after s. Let g be the output flow of s corresponding to f, and let pg,j = pf,,, that is, thejth packet of the output flow g is the ith packet of flow f. Then, Pro05 Notice that an N-channel reorders packets, but with limited reorder. That is, for a packet PJ,,, while it is being transmitted in a channel, packets from f after PJ,; could be transmitted. These packets can add to no more than ( N -1) . LJ,; bytes. This is because we have only N -1 additional channels, and the packets in these channels must exit before PJ,, exits. Since packets received a f t e r p~, , do not affect the start-time of PI,,, we can consider these additional packets to be the last packets of the flow. Hence, from Lemma 1 f , h' f , N channels. However, the term Lj.;/Rf may be significant, and for some applications, even a per-hop delay equal to Lj,;/Rf is too large. Thus, the impact of packet reorder is significant. In Section VII, we show how packets can be efficiently sorted to prevent this increase in the start-time.
V. ]-CHANNEL EMULATION We have considered the increase in start-time across an N-channel server. 'However, we have not considered how the scheduler chooses packets to be forwarded. Although scheduling protocols tailored specifically for multiple channels can be developed, one obvious question to ask is if existing scheduling protocols can be adapted to multiple channels. In particular, if all single-channel scheduling protocols can be adapted to multiple channels. We next address this question.
Consider Fig. 3 . In this figure we have three schedulers.
Schedulerrisa I-channelschedulerwithcapacity C. Scheduler s is a I-channel scheduler whose output channel has infinite capacity and whose input flows are the sane as those of T. Scheduler t is an N-channel scheduler of capacity C.
The behavior of these schedulers is as follows. Scheduler s will forward to t each packet at exactly the same time at which the same packet is forwarded by T . Notice that since the capacity of s is infinity, this implies that s is non-work conserving, and that once s forwards a packet, the packet is received immediately by t . Also notice that afters forwards a packet of size L to t , it may not forward the next packet until L/C seconds later. Finally, t is work-conserving. It simply queues the packets received from s, and it forwards packets in FCFS order to its N output channels. In a sense, schedulers s and t emulate the behavior of scheduler r , except that the packets are distributed over N channels.
We next compare the behavior of these two systems.
Theorem 3: Let r be a 1-channel scheduler with capacity C. Assume a I-channel scheduler s has capacity CO and has the same input flows as T . L e t s forward packets in the same order as T and at exactly the same time as T . Assume t is a work-conserving, FCFS, N-channel scheduler with capacity C. L e t t he afters. Then, for all input flows f and for all i, Pmot lfpacketpf,, arrivesat t andis sent immediately to a channel, (i.e., no queuing at t ) , then the extra delay suffered at t is at most & -%, which is equal to, Consider now that when pf,i arrives at t , all channels are occupied (i.e., p f , ; is queued at t). Let p g , j be the latest packet before p f , ; such that p g , j suffered no queuing at t (i.e. there was one empty channel at the timep,,j arrives at t). Thus, from Atg,j up to At,,,; all channels are occupied.
Let the channel backlog be the sum over all channels of the number of bits which remain to be transmitted from the packetcurrentlyin thechannel. LetQbethechannel backlog at time A t g , j . Note that Q 5 ( N -1). L?"", because there is one empty channel at this time, and each channel can have at most L;""" bits.
Let B be the total number of bits in the sequence of packets arriving at t starting from time At,g,j and ending at time A+,?,. That is, we start with p,,j and end with the packet previous to pf,i. Since packets arrive at t at a rate of at most C, the length of the interval [Ai,g.j, A t , j , i ) is at least These Q bits prevent p,,< from going into a channel. How long is it before pf,; is forwarded to a channel? Notice that all channels will he busy until p f , i is forwarded to a channel. Hence, in the worst case, all Q bits are in the channels, and they are evenly spread over all channels. Hence, p f Z i begins transmission no later than time The additional delay compared to a single channel scheduler is as follows.
Thus,
Reducing, we obtain, . The capacity of both T and s is the same. . s forwards packets in the same order as r does. . A packet ins is eligible to be forwarded when the packet . A channel cannot he idle while there are eligible packets Thus far, we placed no restrictions on the type of scheduler T . Next, we focus on a start-time scheduler.
ComNary 2: Lets be an N-channel scheduler which emulates a 1-channel start-time scheduler T . Let C be their capacity.
is forwarded by T . in s.
2) Let f be an input flow of s, g be the output Row of s corresponding to f (which may he reordered), and
where t is the next scheduler in the path o f f after s. 
Rf due to the reordering of packets. As we mentioned earlier, we can reduce this term by efficiently sorting packets, which is discussed in Section VII.
VI. BOUNDED APPETITE SERVERS
A disadvantage of the emulation of a 1-channel scheduler is that the resulting N-channel scheduler is not workconserving. For example, assume the scheduler and its channels are idle, and the scheduler receives two packets at the same time. After the scheduler forwards the first packet. it cannot forward the second packet until L / C seconds later, where L is the size of the first packet. We would like to consider work-conserving schemes to schedule packets over N channels. In particular, we would like to he as general as possible, and to be close to existing protocols for 1-channel schedulers.
We consider schedulers which assign deadlines to packets and forward packets in order of increasing deadline. This can be done by assigning a timestamp to each packet, and then forwarding packets in order of increasing timestamp. However, the timestamp need not be exactly equal to the deadline. For example, in self-clocking fair queuing [ 131 and weighted fair queuing 1151, [IS] , the timestamp assigned to each packet is not equal to its intended deadline. However, we require that if a packet p f , i has a timestamp greater than the timestamp of another packet P,,~, then the deadline of p f + is greater than the deadline of p,,;. To guarantee that packets exit by their deadlines, we require the following bound on the occurrence of deadlines, which was introduced in [9] . (D.,j,i -7) . c bytes. Note that only these packets and the channel backlog at time r-can be forwarded before pf,i.
The channel backlog at time T -can be at most ( N -1) .
L F " bits, since there was an empty channel when p g , j arrived. Furthermore, from the definition of p,,,j, all channels are busy until P,,,~ is forwarded.
The case which delays the forwarding of pj,i the most is when all channels at the same time finish transmitting their packets. In this way, no channel will become free until the very last moment. Hence, p f , , has an exit time as follows.
Reducing we obtain, A similar reasoning applies to the second case, except that p g , , is not counted in (2) above. Hence, packets in the channel backlog at time T (including p g j ) plus those packets counted in (2) may exit before pj,; is forwarded to a channel.
The backlog at time T is at most N . L r " . Hence, the exit time is as follows.
w
It was shown in [9] that weighted fair queuing and virtual clock are bounded appetite scheduling protocols, and their deadlines satisfy the following.
We therefore have the following corollary.
Corollagv 3: Let s be a work-conserving, N-channel server with capacity C. Let s assign timestamps to packets as weighted fair queuing or virtual clock, and forward packets to the channels in order of increasing timestamp. Let f be an input flow of s, let g be the output flow corresponding to f (which could be reordered) and letp,,,, = pf,i. Then, (N -1) . Lf.i a} output hounded appetite [9] . Although these latter protocols are not work-consewing, they define an eligibility time for each packet. After the eligibility time of the packet has elapsed, the packet is scheduled according to its deadline. Thus, if we consider each packet as arriving into the scheduler at its eligibility time, then the above corollary also applies to these protocols. 
VII. SORTING SERVERS
We next attempt to reduce the increase in start-time shown in Theorem 2. This increase is caused by the reordering of packets through the N-channel scheduler. To reduce this start-time, the next scheduler must restore packets to their original order. We consider acouple of techniques to perform this ordering.
Both techniques assume that. for each packet p f , ; at a scheduler s, there is an eligibility time G,,,,,, and the scheduler will not forward p f , ; before this time. Since a packet has not truly "anived" to the scheduler until its eligibility time, we redefine the start-time as follows.
%f,i = ma4Gs,i,i, Fs,f,(,-l))
The first technique is a jitter reduction technique, similar to the technique in [22] . I f s is a start-time scheduler, then each packet is timestamped with the difference between its exit time and its stan-time deadline. That is, each packet p f , , is timestamped with the value X.,,,i. where The above technique has the disadvantage of not being work-conserving. In particular, a flow cannot exceed its reserved rate and take advantage of unused bandwidth, since the schedulers along its path will only forward its packets at the reserved rate.
In our second technique, a packet at t becomes eligible no earlier than its anival time plus the maximum transmission time of one packet. In this way, when packetpf,; is eligible at t, all otherpacketspf,j,j < i. have already been received at t. We assume that each packet p f , , includes its index i in its header. Scheduler t sorts the packets o f f in order of their indices before forwarding them to the output channels. Hence, the increase in start-time due to reorder is prevented. Theorem 5: Let s be a star-time N-channel scheduler of capacity C, f he an input flow of s, and t be the next scheduler of J afters. In addition, we assume the following.
. There exists a J/J such that for all f and i, t sorts packets o f f in order of increasing index, and A packet p f . , is not eligible at t if there is a packet ~f ,~, forwards them in order to the output channels.
j < i, which is also not eligible.
Then, the start-time at t is as follows.
s t , f , z 5 Ss,f,t + As,,, + $
The above technique, although not work-conserving, does allow the packets of a flow to be forwarded at a rate greater than the flow's reserved rate. However, it must he implemented efficiently and with a small value of i .
We borrow the sorting technique of 1201. Here, we assume packets are assigned timestamps, and are forwarded in timestamp order. The major problem is that packets cannot he added to the output queue until their eligibility time. If one packet from each flow becomes eligible at the same time, than all these packets must be added at once lo the output queue. If there are M flows, this takes O(M log M ) time, which is excessive.
To avoid this, lime is divided into adjacent fixed-size intervals of length B. For each interval (n .@, (n + 1) .8], there is a packet priority queue, arranged in timestamp order. The queue of the interval only contains packets which become eligible during this interval. At time ( n + 1) . 0, the queue elapses, and it is inserted into the output queue.
The output queue is a balanced search tree, whose leaves are the roots of elapsed interval queues (see Figure 4) . To limit the size of the output queue, only one packet per flow can he in an interval queue (whether the interval queue has elapsed or not). This packet is the next one to transmit from the flow. Thus, the output queue has at most M leaves, and each interval queue has at most M packets.
When a packet from the output queue is transmitted, it is removed from its interval queue, and the next packet of the same flow is examined. If it is not eligible, it is added to the appropriate interval queue. If it is eligible, it is inserted into the output queue as an interval queue of size one.
In our scheme, we require 8 to be at least ( N . L y " ) / C . If a packet arrives at any time during the nth interval, ( n .
9, ( n + 1) . 81, it is added to the queue of the next interval.
Thus, it becomes eligible at time ( n + 2) 8, which implies Note that once a packet p f , i becomes eligible and its interval queue is added to the output queue, all packets p f , j . j < i, have been received. Only the packet with the smallest index is kept in an interval queue, and hence, packet p f , < is indeed the next packet to transmit from f .
However, there is an issue which is not present in [20]. It is possible that a packet ~f ,~, j < i, is received while packet p f , i is contained in an interval queue. If this is the case, p f , i is removed from its interval queue, and added to the regular queue of packets of flow f (discussed below). Then, packet p f , j is added to the appropriate interval queue.
Only the packet o f f with smallest index is stored in an interval queue. Other packets are stored in the regular queue o f f . Since the scheduler must sort these packets by index, and reorder is limited, we assume the queue off is actually two queues. The first is a small queue of N packets' sorted by index. An incoming packet is placed in the FIFO queue only if the small queue is full. When a packet is removed from the small queue, the next packet is removed from the FIFO queue and added to the small queue. Due to the limited reorder, and since the N most recent packets are in the small queue, the packet with smallest index (other than the one in the interval queue) is always be found in the small queue.
In conclusion, processing an arrival or departure of a packet can be done in O(1og M ) time. Also, moving an interval queue to the output queue requires only O(log M ) time. Thus, 8 can be small, close to the transmission time of a packet.
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VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have considered the problem of providing deterministic quality of service guarantees in a network with multiple channels between nodes. We have shown that any scheduling protocol designed for a single channel can be converted into a multiple-channel scheduling protocol without significantly increasing the delay at the scheduling node. This technique is inherently non-work conserving. In addition, we have shown that for schedulers with bounded appetite, any work-conserving single-channel scheduling protocol can be converted to a work-conserving multiplechannel scheduling protocol. In addition, due to multiple 'Thisassumesequalpack~tsiies. Ifnot. thequeuemustbeable tocontain packets adding up to N . LE""' bytes. channels between nodes, the packets of a flow may be reordered. This in turn significantly increases the upper hound on end-to-end delay for the Row. We have shown that this increase in delay can be eliminated through the use of efficient sorting techniques.
There are several possible venues for future work in multiple-channel scheduling protocols. First, we have assumed all channels of a scheduler have the same bandwidth. This can be relaxed without significantly changing the theorems. In addition, the term (N -1). L*"" C in the theorems can actually be reduced to half. We did not present this reduction due to lack of space. We will present these improvements in the journal version of the paper. Finally, we will explore if there is any significant advantage in designing scheduling protocols specifically for multiple channels, as opposed to transforming a single-channel scheduler into a multiple-channel scheduler as done in this paper.
APPENDIX
Lemma 2: Consider a scheduler t with input flow f . If for any packet pf,j. where 1 5 j < i. we modify At,f,j to be at most its previous value, then St,,,, cannot increase.
We will reduce the anival time of packet j incrementally and show that St,,,, cannot increase. for any i, i > j .
Consider reducing now At,f,j below At,f,(j-ll but not below A,,f,(j-21. For simplicity, we keep the same indices in both cases, i.e., in the reordered case, p f , j arrives to t before ~f , (~-1 ) .
We use a hat accent to denote the values after the reduction in and we use non-accented values to denote the values without the reduction in At,f,j. Thus, is the original arrival time of pf,j and A t , f , j is the reduced anival time of
Pf
From the definition of f, and pf,(j-l) being the packet previous t o~f , (~+~) in the reordered flow,
Pro05
Consider first reducing St,/,(i+l) = maz (Pt, f,  
At,f,(i+l))
Without reorder, from the definition of S, S t , f , ( j t l ) = mas (Ft,f,j, At,f,(j+~)) From the above, we must show that Pt,f,(j-l) 5 Ft,f,j. We have four cases to consider. 1) At,f,j 5 Ft,/,(j-z) In this case, in the reordered flow p~,~ is the next packet after^/,(^-^). Hence, from the definition of S, In the ordered m a y , from the definition of S, F Next, note that the packets of g and h' are not in the same order. Through a repeated application of Lemma 2, we can reduce the arrival times of the packets of h' (except pf,k st,f,(j-l) + Lf.(j-l)IRf + Lfd/Rf itself) to the arrival times of the corresponding packets of g.
At,f,(j-l) + Lf,+l)/Rf + Lf,j/RfThis results in flow h". From the lemma, the start time of p f , k in h" does not increase.
Finally, the arrival time of pf,k must also be reduced to the arrival time of P,,~. From the definition of S , reducing the arrival time of a packet does not increase its start-time. Consider now part two. If no packet afterpf,k is reordered with p f , k . the start time of p f , k at t is the same as in part one.
However, the m packets after p f , k could be reordered with Lemma 3 and part one we obtain, St.f,(j-1) = AGfA-1)
In the ordered flow, from the definition of s, Hence, Ft,f,(j-l) < Ft,f,j.
The proofs of Corollaries 2 and 3 may be found in [7] . We next present the proof of Theorem 5 .
w
Lemma 3: Consider a scheduler s and an input flow f .
A~~~~~ we insen an additional packet into f after packet pf,(j-l) and before for all i, i 2 j, increases by at most L,/Rf.
Proof: Since the maximum delay a packet pf,. will experience before being considered eligible is $, and since s is a start-time scheduler, that means that the packet will be eligible no later than time pf,j. nen, the start-time
The proof of Lemma 3 may be found in [7] . We next present the proof of Lemma 1. Hence, for all packets of g. the corresponding packet of h arrives no later than the packet of g. Note that from the results of [ 5 ] , [lo] , for all i, gible. Hence, pf,i is ready to be consideredfor scheduling at the time in (6).
Hence, s plus the extra delay introduced before the packet becomes eligible can be considered as a single start-time We manipulate flow h until we obtain our desired flow g.
Each manipulation cannot increase the start time of packet Pf,k. Only packets pg,l up to pg,j affect the computation of St,g,j. Hence, we obtain a new flow h' which contains only the packets of h corresponding to pg,l up to p g , j . Note that pf,k, which is pg,j, is the last packet of g. Also, since we assumed that p f , k is the last packet o f f , it is also the last packet of h and h'.
